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5 Problem-solving Skills From a Chess Grandmaster You Must Learn and Teach

Your Children.

How do I solve my problems? Does everyone know how to solve all their problems?

At times, it happens that the principles of games like chess and poker help us solve most of our problems.

Which principles are we really talk about?
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1. Working backwards - By looking back, you have past experiences of most problems, or have seen someone solve the

same problem in the past, this provides solutions to present problems.

Look back and find the best possible solutions.



2. Have a realistic view - it happens, when we're doing something, some steps that come at later stages are rushed up or

ignored. As a result, we get stuck because we give too much attention to the beginning instead of the journey to the end.



3. Simplify - Simplify a situation and narrow down the things you need to do because too many choices create confusion. It

becomes difficult to make decisions.

Try to make things as simple as possible.



4. Keep steering forward - Find opportunities that work in your favour. Analyse all strengths and weaknesses to create

favourable circumstances so that they work for you not against you. Do not allow weaknesses to manipulate you and give

up.



5. Make the impossible possible - Create a strategy, align your actions with the strategy to achieve success.

Develop better critical thinking skills and practice as much as you can.

This makes the impossible possible, simply create your own reality.



I know you like it short and sweet, that's how I'm going to do it,

Those few problem-solving skills, passed down matters more than $750 sneakers,

Before we toss for this,

Would you like your kid to learn chess or poker first?
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